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 VBSEdit 5.4.8.0 Crack Thus, you may do lots of cutting and pasting on your windows pc. VBSEdit is capable of creating
dozens of document styles and is a very beneficial PC, for professional office PC users and hobbyists. You may change the size
of the fonts of some other file or folder. It also contains two file types in your document.Q: Linq to entity Insert Good Morning,

I'm trying to insert a Linq query but I get an exception. I'm a novice with Linq. Please tell me how to fix this code:
QueryDb.Select(new {mes, ano, id = 1}) .Where(new {mes = d, ano = d2, id = 1}) .InsertOnSubmit(new {mes = d2, ano = d2,

id = 0}); Exception: Unable to cast the type 'System.Object[]' to type
'System.Data.Objects.ObjectQuery`1[NewDedicatedPost_Business.Data.Entities.DedicatedPost]'. A: The query is returning an
object array: .Where(new {mes = d, ano = d2, id = 1}) The Select method already creates a new ObjectQuery from your query.
You can't use it in InsertOnSubmit. This is another good reason for using SQL. Instead you should use the InsertAllOnSubmit

method, and assign the selected values to the entity. QueryDb.InsertAllOnSubmit(new {mes = d2, ano = d2, id = 0}); Q: How do
I open a new instance of Google Chrome using Selenium webdriver? So I know you can open a new instance of Google Chrome

by clicking the following button: But how do I do this using a Python webdriver? So far I've got the following code:
chrome_options = webdriver.ChromeOptions() chrome_options.add_argument("--headless") driver =

webdriver.Chrome(options=chrome_options, executable_path=r'C:\Users\Daniel\Desktop\chromedriver.exe') I am getting
82157476af
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